IT was but natural that the making of Teneriffe Lace should achieve its present great popularity.

The varied and beautiful designs, makable by even the most inexperienced needlew o m e n, and the rapidity with which the lace can be turned out were alone sufficient to insure lasting favor for this form of pastime.

But in addition, Fashion has smiled upon Teneriffe Lace, and the uses to which it is put have vastly multiplied.

And now that the Proctor Patent Wheel and Square have come with their convex surface to admit of easier lace-making than heretofore, and to enable their users to make many different sizes and an unlimited number of shapes of Teneriffe Lace, the popularity of lace-making has immensely increased. By using fine or coarse thread there is no end to the number of pretty effects obtainable with the Proctor Patent Wheel and Square.
A SIX-YEAR-OLD child can make Teneriffe and Filet Guipure Lace with the Proctor Patent Wheel and Square, with the simple and complete instructions that are given in the Book of Designs. The Wheel, Square and Book are sold separately, if desired.

The only articles needed besides the Wheel or Square and the Book of Instructions are a needle, pins to hold the thread and the thread itself. A common needle, pincushion, ordinary pins and any kind of thread, cotton, linen or silk, may be used, and they can be procured at any dry goods or department store.

With the Proctor Patent Wheel you can make any round medallion pattern in the following sizes: 1 3-16, 1 3-4, 2 1-4 and 2 3-4 inches in diameter.

With the Proctor Patent Square you can make any square medallion, either with straight or fancy edge, in eight different sizes, from 1-2 inch up to 4 inches, and you can also make a large number of c yard, in any style of square lace by the wish.

The Pr Wheel and made of Rubber Patent Square are hard Gut-Rubber practical-structible. are only Wheel size ofufactured, make lace inmillen from nished, simply raise the form from the pincushion and turn it upside-down and the pins will drop out, so the lace can be easily and quickly lifted from the form.

We do not buy or sell Teneriffe and Filet Guipure Lace made on the Proctor Patent Wheel and Square, for the reason that we are simply manufacturers of the Wheel and Square for making lace, but do not handle the finished article.

We do not send outfits by express with the privilege of examination, for the simple reason that the express charges are very much greater than the cost of postage. We will, however, cheerfully and willingly refund the full amount of the purchase price of all or any part of the outfit desired upon its return to us within ten days from the date of shipment, if not satisfactory in every particular.